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Let's Ditch Ditching Performance Reviews
Performance reviews have their flaws. But getting rid of reviews altogether can
open the door to more bias. Here are some tips for fixing, rather than ditching,
performance reviews.

By Alison Wynn

September 25th, 2019  09:47AM EDT
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It’s no wonder, with headlines like “Performance Reviews Are Pointless and

Insulting – So Why Do They Still Exist?” Not to mention, managers hate doing

them: in one informal poll, described in the aforementioned article, 35 of the 37

managers at one company were in favor of getting rid of performance reviews.

But this trend is raising red flags for researchers of diversity & inclusion. Research

has consistently demonstrated that the lack of a formalized evaluation process can

lead to increased bias against women and minorities. Without a transparent

process and clear evaluation criteria in place, managers are likely to rely on pre-

existing biases when making pay and promotion decisions. Ambiguity can

increase the tendency for managers to use cognitive short-cuts, such as gender

and racial biases, that frame their decision-making in subtle ways and lead to

systematic disadvantages for women and minorities.

This trend away from performance reviews has its upside. Some companies, like

GE, Deloitte, Adobe, and others, have opted for an emphasis on “one-on-ones”:

encouraging and structuring more frequent touch-points between employees and

their managers. Providing a process for managers to coach employees throughout

the year can help identify problems early and recognize wins.

But one-on-ones alone cannot replace a clear, consistent, formalized evaluation

process. When managers sit down to decide on pay and promotion decisions, if all

they have are notes from various one-on-ones conducted over the past year, they

may have trouble consolidating those into a fair decision. Too much unstructured

information may be as bad as no information at all – both open the door to

cognitive shortcuts and bias.

Instead, here are four tips for companies seeking to design a fair, bias-free

evaluation process.

Establish clear criteria that link to organizational impact.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/lizryan/2018/01/14/performance-reviews-are-pointless-and-insulting-so-why-do-they-still-exist/#75e4d81272d1
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.0956-7976.2005.01559.x
https://hbr.org/2016/04/research-vague-feedback-is-holding-women-back
https://hbr.org/2019/01/why-most-performance-evaluations-are-biased-and-how-to-fix-them
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/588738
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/legal-and-compliance/employment-law/pages/more-employers-ditch-performance-appraisals.aspx
https://getlighthouse.com/blog/get-rid-of-the-performance-review/
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Rather than evaluating employees on nebulous – or nonexistent – criteria,

companies should specify clear expectations for employees. Research by the

Stanford VMware Women’s Leadership Innovation Lab has shown that providing

clear prompts and rubrics for managers can help prevent bias from influencing

their decisions.

Also vital: make sure your criteria measure the right factors for organizational

success. When companies rely on poor proxies – such as long working hours – you

not only inhibit your own success as an organization, but you open the door to bias.

Limit feedback about employees’ personality and communication styles, as these

are known areas where gender and racial biases tend to flourish. Instead, tie

feedback to business outcomes.

Choose a reasonable number of criteria and require examples of behaviors

that illustrate the criteria.

One reason managers hate the existing performance review process: too many

competencies. Traditional competency models can be cumbersome to implement,

with an unreasonable number of competencies managers must keep in mind when

evaluating employees. Instead, stick to no more than 3-5 competencies.

That said, make sure each criterion or competency is clearly defined, detailing

specific behaviors expected of employees. How will managers know if an employee

is demonstrating that competency at the appropriate level? How will success be

measured? Encouraging managers to be as specific as possible is critical, since

research by the Stanford VMware Women’s Leadership Innovation Lab suggests

vagueness in performance reviews can lead to bias. An “open box” is not as

effective as specific prompts in structuring managers’ feedback for employees.

Managers should carefully document specific examples of employees’ behaviors

within each competency – something regular one-on-ones can help identify.

https://stanford.app.box.com/s/aj440qx7mjv9h7bbud1yu40unkhe5xex
https://womensleadership.stanford.edu/
https://hbr.org/2019/01/why-most-performance-evaluations-are-biased-and-how-to-fix-them
https://diinpractice.com/articles/how-to-hack-flexibility
https://hbr.org/2016/04/research-vague-feedback-is-holding-women-back
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Also consider what the rating scales will look like. Companies often struggle to

connect qualitative and quantitative feedback. When assigning numerical ratings,

ensure those ratings are fairly applied and match the content of written

performance evaluations. Research shows women and underrepresented

minorities are often held to a higher standard for receiving the top ratings, so make

sure to stamp out bias in the connection between performance feedback and

numerical rating.

Apply criteria consistently across employees.

Research suggests managers can shift criteria to justify their preexisting biases.

Ensure the criteria on the books are consistently applied to all employees. If

certain criteria are more important to the organizational mission than others, be

sure to communicate that expectation openly to employees and hold managers

accountable for applying those criteria properly. Obviously specific departments or

teams may need to customize their criteria to accurately reflect the work they do,

but make sure employees are held to a consistent standard. Calibration or talent

review meetings represent one stage at which biases can particularly sway

employee evaluations. Companies can help combat this tendency by assigning a

“criteria monitor,” whose role includes flagging if criteria are applied

inconsistently across employees.

Make pay and promotion decisions based on performance reviews.

If pay and promotion decisions are disconnected from performance evaluations,

this can lead to what Emilio Castilla calls “performance-reward bias,” where the

reward doesn’t match the performance assessment. Make sure rewards are based

on data rather than gut feelings. Employees may lose faith in the evaluation

process if their performance evaluations don’t translate into commensurate

rewards. Furthermore, making pay and promotion decisions without a firm basis

https://www.cultureamp.com/blog/how-to-choose-the-right-performance-review-rating-scale/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=How+to+choose+the+right+performance+review+rating+scale
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.0956-7976.2005.01559.x
https://hbr.org/2019/01/why-most-performance-evaluations-are-biased-and-how-to-fix-them
https://womensleadership.stanford.edu/bbs/recap
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/588738
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in employees’ demonstrated behaviors can leave an organization vulnerable to

legal challenges.

Historically, performance reviews have caused a lot of strife. They are cumbersome

to complete, biased in their application, and disconnected from organizational

success. But that doesn’t mean companies should toss them entirely. By

establishing clear, consistent criteria linked to business impact, companies can

provide employees with actionable feedback and reduce the effect of bias on

employees’ career outcomes.

We want to hear from you!
D&I In Practice wants your feedback so we can deliver the content you need to move the

needle forward on diversity and inclusion. Please send comments, questions and ideas for

stories you’d love to see to editor@diinpractice.com.
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academic databases for free. Finally, an executive-ready article about why inclusion is as

important as diversity, if not more so.

By Terra Terwilliger

September 17th, 2019  04:00PM EDT

Newsletter ∙ Week 31

Diversity Doers: Nokia Set Diversity as a Business
Priority for 2019 and Closed an Unexplainable
Pay Gap.
We talk with Anneli Karlstedt, head of Inclusion and Diversity at Nokia, to learn how she

works with teams around the world on building a more inclusive, fairer culture.

By Jonna Louvrier

September 11th, 2019  01:38AM EDT
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September 11, 2019
This week: Nokia found a pay gap. Then they fixed it. Plus, being “fat” at

work is hard work. New research explores the lived experience of

“fatness,” how people cope, and how companies can help. “We blew it,” says Forbes, about

their “Most Innovative Leaders” list that included 99 men and one woman. Finally, a guide

to September 11, plus a fact-based look at terrorism around the world.

By Terra Terwilliger
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